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When it comes to luck . . . A Chinese proverb says, "The more you know, the more luck you will

have." Another way of saying this is: Luck comes to those who dare to create it. Let Ea$y Dollar$

help you create your own luck. Discover why readers have only nice things to say about Ea$y

Dollar$, like this:â€œPlease use this letter in your ads and maybe it might save someone else from

the same blunders! Iâ€™m sorry to say that I purchased your book Ea$y Dollar$ back in 1995 and

never bothered to even get past the first chapter. Recently, in the process of moving, I came across

it neatly packed away and decided to give it a shot. WOW!!!!! Following your system, I hit the Florida

Cash 3, 5 out of 7 days straight! Then, I broke every one of your rules. I decided to make some

improvements to the system, wager way more money than I could afford and lost every single play

for the past two weeks! Needless to say, I am now back on track, following the rules in the book and

back to winning again. I look forward to reading your other works.â€•â€” Tom Lightner, Florida
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I purchased this book back in 1995, began reading it, but never finished even the first chapter. I

came across it neatly packed away during a recent move and decided to give it a try. WOW!!! I

could not get over the results. After reading the entire book and years of NEVER winning the Florida

"Cash Three", following Isaac's system, I won the next 5 out of 7 "Boxed" Cash Three games! This



book is written in eveyday language and does not require an accountants degree to understand.

The author is not beyond reproach either, as I have found in other systems I've read, and is more

than willing to help or advise through his listed WEB site. So if you want to waste your money on

"Horoscope Readings" or some other scheme that is based on obscure data like a friend's,

mother's, cousin's, pet dog's birthday that's ok. But, if you want an honest-to-goodness system that

WORKS, then this is the book you want to read. T. L., Davie, Florida.

This book is what helps seperate a serious lotto player from a gambler. I was cautious at first

but.......You must do your homework for this book to help, but if you do, and follow the instructions

carefuly you will INCREASE your odds of WINNING dramiticaly. I have hit the pick three three 3

times and the pick four straight/box once for over $2000.00 within a month since using this book.

The book also helped me develop my own techniques for picking pairs and number trends. I would

recommend this book to any person who wants to play smarter and win.

One often assumes that lotteries are random drawings. This is correct, but what if there were a way

to accuratly predict the winning numbers? I have had 3 straight hits using the book and many box

hits. 2 of my straight hits were back 2 back. This is the best of 3 lotto books that I've purchased and

I will continue to use it daily. This book in no way predicts winning numbers, but it helps you to

decide what numbers are most likly to hit and which are not. Keep in mind that lotteries are still

random and the balls can pop any way they want. So while this book my not be right for everyone it

is right for me. If you play daily lotto games this is a good book to have on the shelf.

My 2nd ReviewEasy Dollars INDEED!I first purchased this book/kindle version. Then a week later

on the 9th I purchased the paperback version. I got it in the mail about two days later.I read the

book several times cover to cover. Then I used the Pick 4 wheel and pick 3 methods to play the pick

4 game in Mass on the same day I got the book.The following day the ALL FOUR numbers matched

7 out 20 combo's I played on paper. Next day ALL FOUR Numbers Matched the drawing 2 out of 20

combo's I played on paper. The third day 2 of 4 numbers matched 4 or 20 combo's I played on

paper.Now I said to myself I better play for real! So I played 20 combo's in MA Pick 4 Game last

night for today's drawing. 3 out of four numbers matched 2 out of 20 combo's I had bet for real.

However this drawing I won two more extra prizes because I noticed from the previous drawings I

played on paper I was hitting allot of pairs. So I decided to play All Box and All Pairs in all 20

combinations. It was a pretty penny but I made out great.So anyone can do it. Go read this book,



Play/BET and WIN!!!My 1st ReviewTitle:One of the Best Pick 3/4 Books I've ever read!This book is

very easy to understand.I spent this whole afternoon practicing the Author's system.I used it to play

pick 4 on paper, I started to track a Pick 4 game in MA going back 20 drawings, like the book

suggested. Then I did the Number Set and Number Set Breakdown charts by hand. Then I did the

POINTS chart (this alone really helps you pick your 3-4 hot & cold numbers). And I also used one of

his wheels. I couldn't believe the results!I played Mass Numbers Game (on paper). Where there 7

ways to win. For the next 14 draws I won over 40 prizes. I didn't win straight yet. But I won several

Box plays and Pairs!...can't wait to put this into betting for REAL!

I bought this back in 2004, should use it more often, since the first and second times I used it I won.

These were( 3-digit numbers) I enjoy this book, just reading it,his style is down to earth and honest.

If you want practical, no frills advice this is it, not slick or flashy but you'll win...pick your numbers

using info given in this book.

The title is not actually true as we all know; in this world it is not easy.But the methods are sound,

this book is base on pick 3 and the examples used are base from the Texas Lottery Pick 3 of the

year 1995. The wheeling system is good and how you use the number selection method is great,

just read it carefully.If you're looking to make a fortune then you have wasted your money on

purchasing this item.If you're looking to win a little here and there then this book is for you. It's

written for daily players; it's very helpful for the new players and gives the experience players more

change ups on number selectionI used pencil and paper method along with excel to compare

notesRemember this book was based on the Pick 3 in 1995; use your best judgment and the correct

bankrollGood Luck
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